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 Once again, Town Hall Theatre of Lafayette, 

CA, aces it, confirming its reputation as a 

standout playhouse with it’s third production of 

the 2017-1018 season, “Woman in Mind” written by 

Alan Ayckbourn and directed by Dennis Markam.  

 “Woman in Mind” takes place in Susan’s 

(Suzie Shepard) mind over a period of forty-

eight hours in the backyard of her middle class 

home in England. Onstage the entire performance, 

Susan, awakening from a concussion caused by a 

rake handle, serves as our lens into her point 

of view.  



The role of Susan is a dream role for an 

actress, and Suzie Shepard plays it like a 

dream. In other words, she is perfect.  We watch 

Ms. Shepard switch with ease between Susan’s 

delusional champagne moments with her fantasy 

family and her role as a subordinate member of 

her self-absorbed real-life family. Alas, as 

fantasy characters and real-life characters 

begin to mix, we watch them create havoc in 

Susan’s mind, leading to her demise and eventual 

fall down the rabbit hole. 

 Each cast member in this production is 

exceptional, playing to the fullness of their 

character with witty, fast-paced dialogue. 

 Susan’s fantasy family includes Andy (Craig 

Souza), loving husband who lavishes attention on 

her and cooks gourmet meals; Lucy (Brooke 



Silva), adoring daughter who not only confides 

the details of her life to her mother, but 

praises her make-believe talents as an important 

historical novelist and a brilliant heart 

surgeon; and playful brother, Tony (Tim Holt 

Jones,) a cheerful, carefree guy, along for the 

ride with a ready supply of champagne. 

In Susan’s real marriage, which clearly needs 

counseling, her vicar husband, Gerald (Michael 

Sally), is more interested in writing a 

historical book about his parish than he is in 

Susan, yet at the same time he caters to his 

interfering, martyred sister, Muriel (Gretchen 

Lee Salter) who lives with them.  Never wasting 

an opportunity to complain of her burdensome 

life, Muriel fixates on messages written on her 

bedroom ceiling, in the belief her dead husband 



is contacting her. And then there is son, Rick 

(Domonic Tracy), who shows up after two years of 

alienation from his parents, to announce he has 

left the cult he joined, gotten married, and is 

moving to Thailand where his wife has a job as a 

nurse. To add insult to injury, he refuses to 

introduce his wife to Susan. Bill (Erin Gould), 

a clumsy, hilarious, comforting friend and 

doctor, walks a tightrope between assuring Susan 

her delusions are rational and simultaneously 

convincing her to get medical attention. 

 The brilliance of the cast, and the director 

and the rest of his Creative Team make this a 

seamless production.  Shout-outs to the talents 

of Scenic Design (Brian Watson), Costumes (Hope 

Birdwell), Lighting (Delayne Medoff), Sound 

(Michael Kelly), and Properties Design (Wallace 



Yan), for heightening the contrast between 

Susan’s drab, everyday world and her pretend 

world, thereby solidifying the audience’s 

compassion for Susan as her mind breaks down.


